FEATURES (cont.)
This shield is then secured in place. . .resulting in a durable, resistant, protected
yarn which is made into PMI UltraDry™ ropes. Not all dynamic ropes use UltraDry™
Technology, so check the label first.
MIDDLE MARK

Every PMI rope has a middle mark so you can find the middle of the rope with ease. If the
black mark wears, you can easily mark the center again using only the PMI® Tec marker.

Built for Life

ID TAPE

This is the DNA of your rope and is what sets our high standard ropes apart from ropes
that don’t go through certification processes to ensure maximum safety and quality. The
name, date, and place where the rope was made is printed on ID Tape that is woven into
the core of the entire length of the rope. You should always climb on a rope with ID Tape
and you can cut the end of your rope to find the ID Tape in the core of PMI ropes. It allows
for complete traceability for each rope and meets CI 1801 requirements.
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CHOOSING YOUR ROPE
TWIN ROPES

00

Used in pairs, Twin ropes are clipped together while still
providing the advantage of having two ropes for those long
rappels. Plus giving you the added bonus to share the load with

PMI DYNAMIC™

your partner on the approach. See the diagram to the left as an
example of Twin rope use.

ABOUT PMI
At PMI, Life Safety ropes have been our business since 1976. Our quality
program is certified and continuously audited to ISO 9001, and the most
comprehensive ISO quality standards. The ropes themselves are third party
tested and certified through rigorous ISO and UIAA standards, and the
performance data you see comes directly from those independent labs. As a
company of climbers, cavers, and rescuers, we have good reason to be fully
committed to creating high quality ropes that last.

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
The rope you now hold in your hands represents the latest advances in dynamic climbing
rope technology. What that means is that you can climb with the utmost confidence
in your rope! Our dynamic ropes are of a kernmantle construction and provide a low
impact force with high fall ratings that maximize the best outcomes for safety when used
properly. Make sure you choose the best rope for your situation and obtain proper training
before using your rope!
PMI Dynamic™ ropes have their own heartbeat!
Get your finger on the pulse of the lifeline that will be there for you when you need it most!

FEATURES
This section provides technical information about our ropes. Read each section to see the
features that apply to some or all of our PMI Dynamic™ ropes.
EXTRAORDINARY ENGINEERING

PMI Dynamic™ Ropes are engineered for low impact force, maximum number of falls, and
minimum sheath slippage.

HALF ROPES
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Half ropes are the perfect choice for those long routes where
friction or sketchy gear placement demand an added safety
measure. These give the added confidence on mixed routes, long
descents, or where there is a likelihood of rope damage. See the
diagram to the left as an example of Half rope use.
SINGLE ROPES
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Single ropes are the most widely used among climbers. They are
easy to clip and belay, and can be used in almost any situation.
PMI offers Single ropes from 8.9 mm - 11 mm. See the diagram to
the left to as an example of Single rope use.

ROPE SPECIFICATIONS
This section provides definitions and UIAA testing requirements for determining dynamic
rope specifications. This technical information can help inform you in buying the best
quality dynamic rope and you can be sure that PMI holds ourselves to these high
standards with all of our ropes! The specifications for each rope can be found on the
label of the hang tag that holds the instructions. If you have lost that information please
go to www.pmirope.com or call or e-mail PMI customer service at 1-888-764-1437,
custserv@pmirope.com.
DIAMETER

KERNMANTLE CONSTRUCTION

Kernmantle construction is the standard in life safety dynamic climbing ropes. This means
that the sheath and the core of the rope are made independently of one another, so that
the sheath provides protection of the core strands.

Many climbers assume that a thin diameter also indicates lightweight - which has
spurred some manufacturers to take some liberty in reporting diameters. It is also
enticing to have a rope with a small diameter moniker and number of falls that compete
with fatter ropes. Consider diameter in direct relation to weight if you want to know how
many fibers are really in a rope. In general, thicker diameters, such as 9.4 mm and thicker,
will wear longer.

UNICORE® TECHNOLOGY

MATERIALS

PMI Unicore® Technology is a revolutionary process applied during manufacturing that
bonds the sheath and core together resulting in nearly zero slippage between them, even
if the sheath is damaged. Not all dynamic ropes use Unicore® Technology, so check the
label first.
ULTRADRY™

In our quest to engineer the ultimate dry rope, we went well beyond the
sheath and deep into the core. PMI UltraDry™ ropes have the additional
safety and performance elements of a hydrophobic core; aka waterproof.
PMI UltraDry™ ropes actually float for hours - really. Every filament of
core yarn undergoes a process to create an actual shield of polymerized
molecules within the yarn.
Features continued on next page...

For more information about this or
other PMI products, please contact
us at:
PIGEON MOUNTAIN INDUSTRIES
PO Box 803
LaFayette, GA 30728, USA
706-764-1437
1-800-282-ROPE (7673)
custserv@pmirope.com
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All PMI Dynamic™ ropes are made with nylon fibers for the core and the sheath.
WEIGHT

Weight is measured in grams per meter (g/m) and can be a good indicator of the
actual diameter of a rope. When comparing ropes of similar diameter from different
manufacturers, a rope that varies significantly in weight may actually be over (or under)
sized in actual diameter. Oversized ropes can be incompatible with auxiliary equipment.
FALL RATING

The UIAA test consists of a severe factor 1.8 fall over a simulated 10 mm carabiner edge.
Single and Half ropes must withstand a minimum of 5 successive drops while Twin ropes
are tested in pairs and must hold a minimum of 12 drops. The number of actual drops a
rope withstands becomes its fall rating. Keep in mind that Falls Ratings for Single ropes
are not directly comparable with fall ratings for Half and Twin ropes. Single ropes and
Twin rope pairs are tested with an 80 kg (176 lb) test mass while Half rope is tested as
a Single rope but with only a 55 kg (121 lb) test mass. Note that the field use is quite
different from lab testing. While a higher fall rating is better, the actual figure should not
be taken too literally and good judgment and consistent inspection practices should be
used for retiring a rope (See “Retirement Criteria” Section).
IMPACT FORCE

The most important consideration in selecting a rope, Impact Force refers to the amount
of energy that a rope transmits to the climber and to the protection at the moment the fall
is arrested. Falls are as described under Fall Rating, above. A maximum of 12 kN (2,700 lb)
force is permitted for a Single and Twin ropes. Impact force for Half ropes must be below
8 kN (1,800 lb). Consider impact force in relation to other test results. Ropes with a high
fall rating and low impact force rating can be relied upon to absorb energy better, fall
after fall.
ELONGATION UNDER LOAD

This test measures elongation for a rope under and 80 kg (176 lb) load no drop, just a hang. Elongation must not exceed 8% (10% for Half ropes).
The closer your rope is to the maximum, the greater its force absorption
capability.
		
Rope Specifications continued on next page...

ROPE SPECIFICATIONS (cont.)

INSPECTION (cont.)
through your hands allowing the bight to
DIAGRAM A
maintain its round shape for the entire
length of the rope. If it doesn’t maintain a
rounded shape as seen in Diagram A then
there might be a problem with the rope’s
core and you should not use it.

EXTENSION

Rope extension is a key measurement that dictates the happy medium between falling on
a bungee cord vs. hitting the end of the rope with a snap. When climbing on a rope with
high extension, for the first several feet of a climb you may be at risk of hitting the ground
due to stretch. The UIAA test method measures actual rope elongation during a fall and
must not exceed 40%. This figure goes down with age, so the closer your rope starts to
the 40% maximum, the longer active life your rope should have.

WARNINGS
ABOUT YOUR PERSONAL SAFETY

• PMI is not responsible or liable in any way for damages of any kind, injury or death
resulting from direct or indirect incidents related to the use of its products.

• You are responsible for your own safety and decisions while using this product.
• Special training and knowledge are required to use this product.
• Before using this product you must thoroughly read and understand these

Manufacturer’s Instructions, as well as all warnings, product labels and associated
information.
• Activities involving the use of this product are inherently dangerous; you must
understand and accept the risks involved.

•
•
•
•
•

•

WHEN YOU RECEIVE YOUR ROPE
Uncoil or unwrap your rope so you do not twist the rope. Make sure the rope is
exactly what you ordered and inspect it right away.
If the rope, or the box in which it was shipped, was damaged during shipping notify
PMI at 706-764-1437.
Retain the product label and Manufacturer’s Instructions as a permanent record after
removing them from your rope. Keep a copy of these instructions with the rope.
Note in your equipment log all of the specifications found on the front label of the
dynamic rope hang tag that holds these instructions.
Use some means of identifying the rope, such as a PMI Rope ID Kit, and begin a Rope
Log for it. PMI provides a sample Rope Log with every rope, but if you don’t have one or
if you need more you can copy the sample provided or you can make your own. Keep
this and all of the instructions and paperwork which came with the rope in a safe,
conspicuous place where all potential users will see the warnings and information
prior to using the rope. Many PMI rope bags have see-through windows for this
purpose.
Contact PMI IMMEDIATELY at 706-764-1437, if you have any questions or concerns
about your rope!

INSPECTION
BEFORE YOU USE YOUR ROPE

All ropes should be inspected for wear and damage before and after each use by a
person who is competent in rope rigging and associated equipment. At a minimum
the person inspecting the rope should closely follow inspection procedures found
in the “HOW TO INSPECT YOUR ROPE” section and following the guidelines in the
“RETIREMENT CRITERIA” section. Keep in mind that it is difficult to inspect wet rope and
it is best to dry it first. Let one person complete the entire inspection of one rope. If you
split this job between different people, they might miss something important. In addition
to regular pre-use inspection, all ropes should be thoroughly inspected at least annually,
regardless of how frequently the rope is (or isn’t) used.
Training, education, and experience are essential for calculating and using appropriate
safety factors and to using equipment safely. Establishing and evaluating the safety factor
will differ with every situation, and even multiple times throughout a given rope operation.
It is your responsibility to acquire the appropriate training and experience to understand
and apply such subjective concepts. Ensure that everyone using the rope has proper
training, and fully understands the performance capabilities and limitations as they relate
to your application.
HOW TO INSPECT YOUR ROPE
1. LOOK AT IT.... ALL OF IT!

Start at one end and look at every inch of the rope. Watch for signs that might indicate
possible damage such as discoloration, chemical odors, abrasion, cuts or nicks in the
outer sheath and visible differences in the diameter of the rope in one area in relation
to the rest of the rope.

2. WRAP IT IN SMALL LOOPS AND LOOK!
Use both hands to form a bight of rope beginning at one end and pushing the rope

Bad

3. FEEL THE ROPE!
While you are looking at every inch of
the rope, run it through your bare hands
and feel it for changes that might indicate
damage to the core. Changes may include DIAGRAM B
any inconsistencies in rope diameter, soft
or “mushy” spots, or extraordinarily stiff
areas. (Diagram B)
4. WRITE IT ALL DOWN!
Write the results of your inspection on
the Rope Log included with your rope.
Include anything you find in your inspection
that might be or become a concern and
document other important information
about the rope such as use conditions,

• Failure to follow these stated warnings may result in serious injury or death.
• Keep these Manufacturer’s Instructions, all product labels and the Equipment Inspection
Log WITH the equipment so that any potential user can read them prior to use and make
entries after use.
• The techniques employed in the safe and proper use of this equipment may only be
learned through training from an instructor who is well qualified in all phases of vertical
rope work. Such instruction will include evaluation of your comprehension of, and ability
to perform, the task required to safely and efficiently use this equipment. Never attempt
to use this product until you have received appropriate instruction and are approved to
be competent by your instructor.
• Avoid possible abrasion that can happen when rope comes into contact with hard, sharp
or rough surfaces. Use and inspection of this rope should only be done in accordance of
the Manufacturer’s Instructions.
• Make sure that all hardware and equipment used with your rope is compatible before
use at height.
• Please contact PMI at 706-764-1437 to answer any additional questions regarding safety
and use of this equipment.

CARE AND MAINTENANCE (cont.)
Good

rigging notes, date of manufacture and date placed in service. Be sure to document
any occurrence of uncontrolled or excessive loading, if it has come into contact with
harmful chemicals and all history of use.

5. IF IN DOUBT, THROW IT OUT
If you are not sure about the integrity of a rope, DO NOT USE IT. Consult PMI if you
need help.

CARE AND MAINTENANCE
This section identifies the best practices you should use to prevent damage to your rope,
prolong the life of your rope and maintain your rope to high standards for safety purposes.
Not following the guidelines, as in the other sections of these instructions, can result in
serious injury or death.

•
•
•
•

•

•
•
•

PMI recommends that your rope be stored in an appropriate rope bag to protect
it from dirt, debris, accidental cutting and abrasion, exhaust fumes, heat, sunlight,
etc. to verify it is in serviceable condition before and after each use, (see “HOW TO
INSPECT YOUR ROPE”).
A metal roller, cloth pad, or other item should be placed between the rope and any
sharp edge.
Avoid contact between moving textiles (such as nylon rope or webbing) and stationary
textiles. Friction between textiles can quickly melt through the ﬁxed part.
The diameter of the rope you have selected will affect not only the minimum breaking
strength, but also abrasion resistance, handling characteristics, weight per meter,
and what auxiliary equipment you may be able to use. Be sure that any equipment you
intend to use with this rope is compatible and DO NOT USE any accessory with these
ropes if you are not certain that it will be safe.
Training, education, and experience are essential for calculating and using appropriate
safety factors and to using equipment safely. Establishing and evaluating the safety
factor will differ with every situation, and even multiple times throughout a given rope
operation. It is your responsibility to acquire the appropriate training and experience to
understand and apply such subjective concepts.
Maintain a Rope Log for each individual rope and review it regularly. Include
information such as date of manufacture, date placed in service, dates of use and
conditions under which rope is used, results of rope inspections, and other information
speciﬁc to your application.
Keep your rope clean using the guidelines provided in these Manufacturer’s
Instructions. Dirt rubbing into and against the ﬁbers of your rope will deteriorate it.
Store your rope in a clean, dark, dry environment, not on a surface from which
contaminants might leach (such as concrete), and away from exposure to chemicals,
noxious fumes or other harmful agents. We recommend use of a PMI Rope Bag or
Rope Pack.

RETIREMENT CRITERIA (cont.)

storing it. Never dry your ropes in direct sunlight or laying on an unprotected surface.
Never store ropes and gear wet.

•

The use of bleach over a long period of time, in repeated uses, can cause damage to
fibers such as nylon. Disinfection of the ropes using bleach should be used sparingly and
only when needed.

A retired rope should not be stored, kept or maintained in such a way that it could
inadvertently be used inappropriately. In some cases, when only a single point or a small
area of a rope has been damaged and the rest of the rope is still in good condition, the
user may elect to cut that section out of the rope and continue to use the shorter rope(s)
in appropriate service applications. Seal the cut end(s) of your rope with heat or whip end
dip.

LUBRICATE IT - Ropes may dry out and lose some flexibility as a result of washing. You

can prevent this by adding a little fabric softener to the rinse cycle during rope washing.
Use manufacturer’s recommendations for one load of laundry, which is usually about
a cap full of fabric softener. Don’t use any more than this or it might damage the rope.
Lubricating ropes using fabric softener should be used sparingly
and only when needed.

Any rope when there is any doubt about the safety or serviceability.

CUT RETIRED ROPE into short lengths to discourage future use or discard it entirely.

Any retired 100% nylon ropes can be sent back to PMI to be included in a Rope Recycling
Program. Contact PMI for more information.

DRY IT - Dry your rope in a clean, dry area out of direct sunlight. For best results, the rope

should be laid in a loose coil on a protected surface or coiled around two objects off of
the ground in a low-humidity environment.

RETIREMENT CRITERIA
As a general guideline, a dynamic rope should be retired within about 4 to 5 working years
of its purchase even if it is only used occasionally. Under normal use, such as weekends,
two years is a more reasonable working life. Very active or full time climbers can expect
the working life of a rope to be between three months and one year, depending on
use. Thorough inspections and good judgment are key to making personal decisions
regarding the retirement of your rope. Read the “ROPE SPECIFICATIONS” section of
these instructions to learn how ropes are tested to get an idea for minimum performance
standards. Before each use, any rope must pass inspection procedures found in the
“HOW TO INSPECT YOUR ROPE” section of these instructions.
RETIRE IMMEDIATELY:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Any rope whose strength may have been compromised during use.
Any rope which is subjected to uncontrolled or excessive loading or a serious fall.
Any rope which is 10 years old or greater, regardless of history and usage. The age of
the rope is calculated from date of manufacture, which can be found on the rope end
or ID Tape in the core of the rope.
Any rope about whose history and past usage you are uncertain.
Any rope that has been exposed to heat, direct flame or excessive abrasion.
Any rope that has been visibly damaged, such as glazing, fraying, cuts or discoloration.
Any rope that has been exposed to liquids, solids, gases, mists, or vapors of any
chemical or other material that can deteriorate the fiber from which it is made.
Any rope that does not pass inspection when inspected by a person following the
“HOW TO INSPECT YOUR ROPE” procedures in these instructions, both before and
after each use.

PMI LIMITED WARRANTY
PMI products are warranted to the original retail purchaser to be free from defect in
material and workmanship for a period of one year. PMI will repair or replace the item
without charge provided inspection at our factory discloses no misuse or alteration,
which, in our judgment, has affected the condition or functioning of the product. All
implied warranties imposed by law in connection with the sale of PMI products are
also limited in duration to a period of one year. PMI expressly excludes and shall not
be liable for any consequential damages arising out of any breach of the express or
implied warranties on sales of PMI products. Because of the high risks involved in high
angle rope work such as, but not limited to, rescue, rope access, caving, rappelling,
rock climbing and mountaineering, no further warranties exist or are implied by PMI.
Regulations issued under the Magnuson-Moss Warranty Act require us to include
the following statement: some states do not allow limitations on how long an implied
warranty lasts nor the excluding or limitation of incidental or consequential damages, so
the above limitations may not apply to you.

Thank you for purchasing PMI Products!
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ROPE INSPECTION LOG
Date Used

Location

Type of Use

Exposure

Date
Inspected

Inspector
Initials

Product Condition

Comments

CLEANING YOUR ROPE
WASH IT - You can wash dirty ropes best by using the Bokat Rope Washer by PMI®. You

can also wash ropes by hand or in a front-loading commercial washing machine. Use

a PMI® Laundry bag for keeping rope from getting tangled when washing. Wash rope
using cool to warm water <30°C (<86°F) with a mild soap. PMI recommends using PMI®
Rope Soap, otherwise non-detergent soaps are best. Soap used should not contain any
bleaching agents.
DO NOT use top loading washing machines with agitators because they tangle the rope
severely and might even cause damage from friction produced by rubbing the synthetic
rope against the synthetic agitator. Note: Ropes may shrink up to approximately 6% after
washing. In addition, some environments may cause your rope to shrink over time. The
user should verify its length periodically.
DISINFECT IT - Disinfection of a rope may occasionally become necessary, such as
when exposed to bloodborne pathogens. To disinfect a rope from suspected bloodborne
pathogens, PMI recommends following the NFPA standard for cleaning rescue gear of
bloodborne pathogens. Keeping in mind that undiluted household bleach is known to
damage nylon ropes, NFPA calls for using a diluted solution of household bleach to clean
rescue gear exposed to bloodborne pathogens. Add 60 ml of household bleach per 4 liters
of tap water. That’s about one quarter (1/4) cup of household bleach per gallon of water.
Be aware that some commercial bleach solutions are stronger than the recommended 1.5% that
is typical for household bleach. Soak the gear in the diluted solution for ten minutes, then
rinse thoroughly with tap water. The rinsing cycle is critical to prevent any damage to the
rope from the bleach. It is good to soak the gear in tap water for the same amount of time
it soaked in the bleach solution. Allow the gear to thoroughly dry in a cool place before
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